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Richard Rorty is the most influential contemporary American philosopher of 
pragmatism and post-modernism. The background of his thinking is complexity and 
inherited the thinking of pragmatism, analytical philosophy and humanity philosophy. 
In traditional, knowledge is defined as justified of true belief, the purpose of 
knowledge is to track truth, which be understood as the experience of contact with the 
representation of reality. This view of knowledge is a bystander's point of view, 
outside the scope of human’s goals or interests in search for the pure essence of truth 
or knowledge absolutely. To look for foundation and criterion of knowledge, they 
excluded the historical element and neglected the change of the wold. Contemporary 
knowledge such as the foundationalism, consistent, internalism and externalism 
knowledge, rush into plight. The problems are concluded seven specific issues:the 
value of knowledge, defination of knowledge,regress argument,circular, arbitrary 
assumptions, the foundationa and reality, the logic，etc. The most complexity problem 
is knowledge’s value of seeking truth and evidence-based knowledge. The problem of 
eoistemology arose because a series of related assumptions such as the 
dualism:mind-body, subject-object distinction, universal reason, exeternal world, 
inherent essence. 
From the perspective of subject , this article breaks the subject into three types 
including individual, groups and human subject. Traditional study of knowledge, from 
the perspective of individual, has been taken the truth as the goal of pursuit, focued on 
the operation of the individual soul, neglected the community of knowledge 
production. Knowledge is considered far from the community factors, and based on 
the evidence of additional individual’s reason that associated with the inherent nature 
of humanity. On the background of the entire history of philosophy, knowledge is 
studied in the perspective of pragmatism, post-analytical philosophy and the 
dimension of hermeneutics. The view of individual knowledge is not in line with the 
the history of knowledge and real requirements, and also subjected to all kinds of 
















Rorty’s community-centered knowledge theory is social knowledge, he 
considered that the subject of knowledge is in social groups. In researching for 
knowledge , person is not alone, but in a community engaged. The object and results 
of knowledge are built by community, and social objectives influenced strongly by 
social norms. Knowledge is justified in a very large extent of the cause of social 
community, subjected to the audience’s knowledge, also connected with the rights, 
democracy and freedoms. So knowledge based on the practice of social life is limited, 
relative and open. Traditionally, individual knowledge take truth as the goal of 
knowledge, social knowledge does not take truth as the purpose of knowledge, the 
value of knowledge is looked as dealing with the environment effectly. Rorty’s 
epistemological behaviorism seems to erase the boundary between subject and object, 
the false and truth, facts and values, knowledge, power and rights. Justification is 
ultimately a matter of sharing a practice. Rorty maintains that there is no interesting 
theory of truth that we need or can supply, that justification has nothing to do with 
experiences but is merely a matter of  intersubjectve consensus, of an epistemic 
community. It seems that group consensus become the only standard of knowledge. 
Norms have no basis outside of the community itself, objective at least in the sense of 
being interjubjective. 
Knowledge contained in a large number of metaphoys, which has its historical 
rationality. From Descartes to Kant's theory of knowledge, the changes of knowledge 
history is the history of a series of metaphors, in which the truth is an outdated, bad 
metaphor. Rorty takes the power, interests, freedom, democracy, dialogue and other 
elements into his social knowledge. Knowledge and truth is in the ideal conditions 
among the people, that meaning a kind of freedom of publishing industry, a free 
judiciary and freedoms of the university. In response to the issues of knowledge, 
Rorty’s knowledge of community raised the view of "necessary ergress", 
"self-suspected ",ect. These points greatly expand the scope of the study of knowledge 
and deepen the understanding of knowledge. The article analyses the rationality and 
the lack of Rorty’s social knowledge at the end. 
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究罗蒂新实用主义思想的 2篇，研究罗蒂真理观的 1篇。 
从近期百篇研究罗蒂的文章中，研究罗蒂真理观的文章 25 篇，研究新实用
主义的 15 篇，研究后哲学文化与政治哲学的 16 篇，研究罗蒂的文学思想的有 7


































3.关于知识的实践问题。郁振华在《学术月刊》（2005 年第 1 期）和华东
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the Love of Perfection: Richard Rorty and Liberal Education, Routledge, 
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